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bacSecretary of the Cocmission Q fg
U S Nuclear Regulatory Co==ission W.

#
Att Docketing & Service Branch fu
Washington, DC 20555

The Nuclear Regulatory Cc =ission published a change to 10 CFR 20 and 10 CFR 50
on February 29, 1980 (h5 FR 12h3h). This chaage added a requirement that NRC
be notified within one hour of the occurrence of " signifier ,; events" falling

in one of twelve categories. This change was made effective i= mediately; however,
co=ments were invited for possible reconsideration or modification of the rule.
This letter provides Consumers Power Company's co==ents.

the reporting requirements added by thisCensumers Power Cc=pany . c.a..

rule were eignificant me- e 1 cases to justify i==ediate effectiveness.

-In -support-of ita-finuing thz goca cause existed to waive the opportunity for
public co =ent, the "RC ci*et, in part , (1) "the significance of these twelve
types of events with reapect to their ability to jeopardize w. : health and safe-
ty of the public, . . . and (h) NRC's i==ediate need to know in order to act quick-
ly". In fact, several of the event categories included in the rule involve no
threat to public health and safety nor any need for NRC action. For example,
Category 9 requires reporting of any personnel injury requiring transport to an
offsite medical facility and Category 12 requires reporting of any strikes of
operating employees or security gua-ds. Industrial accidents occurring on site

pose no threat to public health and safety, and operating licenses specify the
operator complement required to operate the plant; neither of these event cate-
gories requires i= mediate action of NRC.

Consumers Power Ccmpany's concerns regarding the =ixing of significant and non-
significant events in the same reporting requirement extends beyond the improper
use of immediately effective rulemaking discussed above. This mixing blure the
distinction between events of varying significance and is likely to lead to con-
fusion on the part of the news media and the public, resulting irt' incorrect inter-
preta': ions of the significame of operating events could lead ~ to:thestype of publ'ic'
fearandapprehensionwhichnuerousstudieshavedeclared'$be?theprinciple
health effect of the Three Mile Island accident.

A,lditional cccments are provided as an attachment to this letter.

NRC Office of Inspection and Enforcement Information Notice 80-06 stated that this
rule was bein sut=itted to the General Acccunting Office for review under the

e

Federal Reports Act for permanent approval under NRC's existing GAO clearance for

Acknowledged hy esfd.. ....
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Secretary 'of the Consnission 2

May 29, 1980

1
10 CFR 50 (clearance number 20071|. Since many of the ec= ento herein relate
to the need for the required reports, and to their duplica uve and enbiguous

. nature, a. copy of these ccmcents la being provided to. GAO. Consumers Power
Company requests that P ace cam ents be considered during the Federal Reports'

.Act review.

- '
-

David P Hoffman
Nuclear Licensing Administrator ,

'CC U S General Accounting Office
j
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ATTACICEi?

Additional Cccments Re;2riing 10 CFR 20.h03(d) and 10 CFR 50.72.

1. The 1 :c:ition of a ctrict one hour time limit for reporting. events in all
categories of 10 CFR 50 72 imposes an unnecessary burden on shift manage-
ment of nuelcar pcVer facilities. This limit necessitates inclusion of an
adninistrati,e action, telephone reporting in the insediate actions necessary
for plant emergencies. Certain events which would require reporting under
10 CFR 50.72 could involve significant disruption requiring greater than one
hour to achieve stable plant conditions; requiring compliance with a one hour
reporting requirement in these events could reduce safely by diluting the
attention shift management can devote to emergency response.

2. The rule recognizes a distinction between certain categories with regard to
cignificance in that only four of the twelve categories require maintenance
of a continuous . communications channel with the NRC Operations Center after
initial reporting. The lack of such a requirement for the remaining eight
channels implies no NRC action is naeded, and that the initial report is
merely a status report. These eight ca;agories should be deleted frem 10
CFR 50.72 if no action is indeed contemplatud following initial reports
addressed under other existing reporting requirements which are more appro-
;r ::e f:r events not posing a 4--add ate threat to public health and safety

er nee?caitating prompt NEC action (eg, Technical Specifications requirements
-- -- fer notification within 24 hours with written follovup).

3 The requirement to maintain an open and continuous communications channel for
four of the twelve categories implies the need to dedicate an individual to
this. function. Under cartain circumstances, especially on back shifts, this
could require use of c member of the operating crew. NRC should assess the
safety significance of this action; NRC should consider use of the Resident
URC Inspectors for providing the desired continuous communication to the NRC
Operations Center.

h. The following categories of events should be deleted from the rule since they
clearly pose no immediate threat to public health and safety. A requirement
to report such events within one hour is unnecessarily burdensome.

Category 5 "Any event requiring initiation of shutdown of the nuclear
- power plant in accordance with Technical Specification
Limiting Conditions for 'arstion." Technical Specification
LCO requirements are estabAished to conservatively assure public
health and safety; compliance with these requirements thus can-
not be of significant concern.

' Category 7 "Any event resulting in manual or automatic actuation of
Engineered Safety Features, including the Reactor Protec-
tion System." This requires reporting of normal, conserva-
tive operation of plant safety systems, including all plant
trips. Since the safety systems are designed on a conserva-
tive basis to assure public health and safety, their proper
perfor=ance cannot be of significant concern. In addition,
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Attachment 2

Adaitional Ccements

a strict interpretation of this category would require
i==ediate reporting of intentienal system actuations
for routine surveillance testing.

ate; cry 8 "Any accidental, unplanned, or uncontrolled radioactive
release." A radioactive release on the order of micro-
curies would require immediate reporting even though it
would haie no effect on public health and safety. As a
mininum, this requirement should be revised to include
a /e minimus quantity related to the limits of 10 CFR 20t

on 10 CFR 100.

Category 9 "Any fatality or serious injury occurring on the site
and requiring transport to an offsite medical facility
for treatment." The principle event which would require
reporting under this paragraph is an industrial injury.'

~

This event has' absolutely no effect on public health

and safety.

Category 10 "Any serious personnel radioactive contamination requir-
ing extensive onsite deconta=ination or outside assist-
ance." This event, while possibly of significant conse-
quence to the involved individual, would not have an

_
effect on public health and safety. In addition, use of
terms such as " serious" and " extensive" make this require-

ment ambiguous and difficult to administrate.

Category 12 " Strikes of operating employees or security guards, or
honoring of picket lines by these employees." Such events,
by themselves, have no effect on public health and safety.
Technical Specification requirements specify the minimum
complement required for plant operation; a strike resulting
in inability to maintain this complement would necessitate
plant shutdown thereby assuring public health and safety.

1

5 In addition to being of minor safety significance as discussed in h above,
the following categories unnecessarily duplicate other reporting requirements.

Category 5 - Plant shutdown dictated by a Limiting Condition for Operation
is required to be reported, in writing, within 30 days by
Technical Specifications.

Category 8 - Reporting requirements for releases of significant quantities
of radioactivity are contained in 10 CFR 20.h03 As noted
above, release of insignificant quantities should not require
a report within one hour.

The following categories, not specifically addressed in h above, also dupli-
cate existing reporting requirements.

Category 6 - Personnel or procedural errors affecting safety systems are
required to be reported by Technical Specifications. Two
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Attachment - 3

Additional Comments

report categories exist; significant events must be repor -
ed within 24 hours with written followup in 14 days while
events of lesser significance must be reported within 30 days.
Since no NRC action need be taken for this category (as imp _i-
ed by_ the lack of a requirement for a continuous co=cunication
channel), the Technical Specifications requirements are adequate.

Category 11 - The sole purpose of this category is to require duplicative
reporting of events already required to be reported by 10 CFR
20.h03

6. NUREG-0610, " Draft Emergency Action Level Guidelines for Nuclear Power Plants"
specifies a large number of event types for which the emergency plan must be
activated. Assuming such activation occurs, report categories h, 7 and 8 will
be fully addressed by Category 1 requirements. Category b reporting also dup-
licates reporting requirements of. proposed 10 CFR 73.71(c). -

7 Many of the event types- for which NUREG-0610 would require activation of the
site emergency plan are anticipatory in nature (eg, a fire lasting more than
ten minutes, any tornado near the site, turbine failure) and do not, of them-
selves, pose any threat to public health and safety. Reporting of these
events within one hour is unnecessarily burdensome; Category 1 should be re-
fined to inclu'e a prioritization which would eliminate this unnecessary
requirement.
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